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7he. purpose of this study was to illustrate the use of an interaction

analysis in assessihg spee:aic objectives of the DARCEE preh_ I program.

A tima sampUng technique vas used to monitor the interactions of 8 children

(3 ,:::.1i26 5 J:A.:,-,z) in : ,z4Z-- ia Lc1. 2Aacx: 2cads=L ulessrocm.

Infarmation purtaining to task c.rl,-ntticu, verbal content, and use of

props vit,:iin aa inceractton, in addition to the modality (verbal, physical,

gestural) end affect (positive, neutral, and negative) of both in ator

and respondcv- muo recorded 3n a checkiist. A series of analyses vere per-

formed to determine effects betveen and vithl, settings on the frequencies

and patterns of interactions for 3 initiator-respondent pairings (child-child,

child-teacher, teacher-child).



Intetactjon Analysis: A Procedure for Astessing
the DARCEE Preschool Program

Susan Falsey and Barbara Ramsey
Demonstrotion and Research Center for Early 2ducation

Geo:zge Peabody College for Teachers

Thr present study interactioa ir the classroom can be viowe0 as a

pz.elimit,ary attempt to introduce s%Tstematic procedures for ehen,le in the

ETeschool nzogran. This year the preaehooi has beer. undergoing a

proness of reevaluation of its objectives and f its methods for attainin

those objectives. Two obvious prerequisites for planned progrtm change

aze a detailed description of the present operatioo of the classroom,

and (b) precisely defined criterion behaviors for the specified objectives.

A k, _ ledge of what behav occur and their p!ppro- imation Zo the crite

behaviors, in addition to an understanding of some of the functional re-

lationshis existing hetween the criterion behaviors and those other behaviors

occurring (as stimuli) in the classroom, ideally should provide the basis for

decisions on program change. The purp noe of the present research was to

choose some aspect of the preschool program, and to systematically assess

its actual operation in the classroom The investigation focused on defining

the patterns of interaction (teacher to child, child to child, and child to

teacher in two classroom settings, small group and selected frec ch ice,

both of which occur in a typical DARCEE day, in order to compare the kinds

of interaction occurring within and ucr oma these two settings.

Snell group and selected free choice are two daily activities in the

DARCEE schedule. In small group each teacher works with her group of siic to

ten children on a cognitively ori Led task chosen by the teacher. The

teacher directs the activity and provides both group and individualized



instruction. There wer2 tuo procedures used in

the 1971-1972 school year. First, the teachers

nativo chrices for the children. Later
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:zee cnOice during

four activities as

,ear, 5 of the 13 chi

on rotarAn noel, rknq an thec, (211 cc-s onnouncee

by the teachers as the alternative activities for all the children. Each

child -s free to change to another activity at any time during the selected

free choice period.

The function of an interaction analysis is to define patterns of

reciprocal behavior, rather than behaviors occurring in rela-ive isolatio-

Interaction analysis can integrate both the situational and the behavioral

context of an individual's behavior. Emphas s can be placed on: (a) the

alo

ponse al ne or in relation to the preceediLa ) the Initiation

lation to thL consequent behaviors, on specified initiator-

respondent behaviors as a unit, or (d) each of thesQ in relation both to

the setting and to the initiato respondent pair.

The principles of the DARCEE model (Brown, Dokecki, O'Conno & Stin-

son, 1971) suggest that certain patt rns of teacher to child, child to ch d,

and child to teacher interaction should be characteristic of the class oom.

While the 00JA EE model emphasizes the importance of highly teacher-directed

activities, also stresses the role of the teacher in encouraging the

developme-t of the child's self-initiated verbal behavior. Reinforcement

is to be given for appropriate (a) spontaneous information seeking (task-

relevant questions) and statements __iented to the activity, and (b) quiet

listening or a tending behavior. To determine if this approach had actually

been implemented, a knowledge of the relative perc ntage of occurrence of

teacher and child as initiator- e pondent, the situational context, and the

behavioral attributes of the.initiation and the response vas required.



Small group teacher as director hould be characte -_zed by moie

eacher to child than child init. ated interactions; in selected free choice

E

-Agcher as sou the pat s expected to r, verse. A more in depth

the 1:_nohel: iri lated interactions mould in

ions (te elicit a verbal

0 the proportion

other behavioral response) to state ,ents

(either accepted th sporJa neous verbal statements or passively attended to),

and to demands (requiring im --pliance). The interest vas in dece

mining the relationship betwe n the types of verbal behavior and the response

that followed, as well as the relative frequencies of each. An a _lysis of

child-initiated behaviors to the teacher for Information seeking, statements,

or demands or vhethe- they were treated as disruptions and rejected or

gnored. The expectation was that more chUd-initiated interactions would

occur in selected free choice than In small grnup because the situation was

more appropriate to individual interactions by the child to the teacher or

to other children.

The DARCEE preschool program stresses the development of cognitive

skills in the children. To achieve this goal, the teacher's emphasis is

on encouraging task-related behavior by the children. One purpome of the

present study vas to assess the actual task-relatedness in the interactions

of both the teacher and children in relation to the setting and to the

individuals involved in the interactions. The specific questions pertain-

ing to this issue were: (a) would the child show the same degree of task-

related behavior a the teache (b) would this emphasis on the task differ

between smell group ( ctivity chosen by the teacher) and selected free

choice (activity chosen by the child), or between child to teacher and

child to child intera ns, and (c) would the teacher re pond to nontask

initiations as disruptions ignored or rejected) differently in small group
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vs. selected free choice.

One of ARCEE'S concerns is to avoid dichct±mizlng the child's life

into nonschool vs. school matters. The attempts at integrating school with

other aspucts of th d' environment would be reflected in the teacher's

use of nonscho 1 examples, references to persons and naterials either not

present in the cla sroom or brought in from home. tJhI1 e it appear- chat the

majority of this type f integration occurs in large group (a period for the

entire class, and structured on a unit approa ), its use in selected free

choice and small group was investigated. This vas done to determine if

this integration atte _pt would occur more frequently in the more planned

interactions of small group or in the more isolated incident-oriented inter-

actions in selected free choice. The conce n was not _nly with the teacher's

behavior, but also with the child' ,'eferences to events, materials, or

persons outside of the classroom in his own attempt to make use of both

school and nonschool matters in school tasks.

According to DARCEE (Brovn, et al., 1971) the modality (v -bal, physi-

cal, or gestural) and the associated affect (positive, negative, or neutral)

of the teacher's b havior are important factors in the communication of

any material, cognitive or social. The use of concrete objects, rather than

abstractions, is also seen as an impo tent factor in d eloping both com-

munication and cognitive skills. Therefore, any descr ption of the DARCEE

classroom would have to consider these factors

The purpose of the present research was to assess the application of

an interaction-analysi_ approach as a standard research procedure for use

DARCEE class o-

7
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Method

All observatons uere conducted during the l971-1972 acade-'_ year

_ DARCEE Head Start Center, a delegate agency of Nashville Head Start,

hville, Tennessee, through the Metropolitan Action Conmisson, a coniruinfty

action co ponent of the Office -f EconomIc Oppor_unity. The population of

the center was drawn from .thw-ineome portions of areas near th- Peabody

College Campus, and an area in East Nashville, which had a waiting list of

children not being served by Head Start. Eighteen children (8 males, 10

fema were enrolled in the center at the time of the spring observations.

In the DARCEE appr ach children are divided into groups for sm 11 group

activitIes according to their cognitive ability, maturation level, and social

emotional factors. The group of children maintaining the closest proximity

to the observers as selected in order to optooilze the visibility and

audib lity of the children's interactions. This group, ranked as the m_

odvnced group of the th-ee thus constituted groups, was composed of eight

hildren (3 males, 5 females), whose mean age vas 5 years- 9 months.

.a,ion lly, children from one of the two other groups ould be placed in

this group due to the absence of a sta f member.

Procedure

A tir,19_ sam ing technique uao used to monitor Interactons of the

observed child target child) during 10 econd interv (epochs) separated

by 10-second f t out for coding- An audio tape recording of tones

signaled the onset and termination of each 10-second interval. Only the

children assigned to the most advanced small group were observed. These

children were randomly ord d (with r p3acement), each serving as a target

8



child for 10 successive epoc At least 100 seconds of total observe ion

e per child per session mere collected.

Into actions mere sampled in two settings: small group and selected

free choice. The total number of ob ervational sessions from small group

sclec ed free choice mere 12 and 13 days, respectively. Table I sum-

mariz,2s characterjtics of the group and settings and the dates child

observed.

Tuo observers en',:h recorded behaviors of dif children SThti

taneously. Observations began at the commencement of the activ ty and ended

the announcement of "clean-up which terminated the activity. Only

interactions in mhich the target child participated were coded. The code

was structu ed to allow for two separate L_ tintions of interaction per 10

second interval. Names of the initiator d respondent(s) were entered

for each e-och. If no 1neraction occurred during the epoch, a slash ms

entered in the first column. Refer to Figure 1 for an exampl- of the re-

cording sheet.

Reliability was es ablished using an agreement in ex for five 100 sue-

seconds randomly dispersed throughout the observations, i.e., when

one child was randomly chosen b both observers during the same observation

period. The ov rall reliability was 86.3% (-afer to Table 2 for reliabilitier

of specific categor' s).

The b havior catego ies were adapted from those used by Vietze (1971):

INITIATOR - individual(s) performing the first action of the inte acti

RESPONDENT - individual(s_ ) to whom the initiator's behavior is directed

VERBAL INITIATE

Question (Q)
Statement (S)
Demand (D)



OR ENTATTON

Task - verbalization, vocalization, gesture, or physical act per-
taining to the task in which the target child is participat

Non Task - verbalization, vocalization, gesture, or physical act
not relAted to the task in which the target child is
participating

VERBt I. CONTENT

gcclool couLcne of V3jiZ3tiOO Lli;eci i0 activ tieS oLL;u1:-

ring within tie i_ichool setting
Nonsehool (N) - content of vellization rolated to acti

occurring vithl:. the school settinL e.g., home,
community

PHYSICAL (P) - paysical contact made btueen target child and Jodi-
vdual(s)

.11931...Live (+) - pat, hug, tickle
Neative (-) - beat, kick, slap, punch, push
Neutral 0) - accidental or incidental contact between

and individual(s)
child

GESTURE (G) - facial expressions and bodily movements which do not bring
the target child in contact with individual(s)

Posktive (+) - smile, hand clap, wave, head nod
NeeaLive (-) - frown, threat, throw arms or legs, head shake
Neutral (0) point, reach

PROP - objects which are part oL an interaction or serve to init te
an interaction

VERBAL RESPONSE - verbalization b, respondent directed to initiator

ACCEPT - verbal, physical, or gestu al acknowledgment of behavior of
initiator

Positive (+) receiving behavior of initiator and agreeing with
its content

Negative (-) - receiving behavior of initiator and disagreeing
with its content

Neut al (0) - acknowledgment of behavior of initiator

REJECT - active refusal to receive behavior of initiator

SUBMIT - to yield to negative gestural and/or physical actions of
initiator

IGNORE - failure to orient or respond to behavior of ini _

ATTEND - orienting to behavior of ini_

Results

ilowing section does net attempt to analyze all of the data col-

lected in the present study. This section should be viewed as a series of

1. 0



concrete i

sys

stratioris of the use of an inte- ction analysis in providing

c techni 1- for classroom assessment.

The data vere classified on th..ee dimensions; -cher iild as

initiator or respondent, (b) thc content of the initiation and response, and

(c) the set T:rameuork T7117(ch the :A.ntera 1

or selected free cleice). The init respondent dimension had three

categorie child to child, child to teacher, and teacher co child. Tha

analysis ucs perforned by a series of two and three factor analyses of

va 'ance uith repeat-d measures on all factors. With the exception of total

percenf-lges, a subject's scores for each analysis ue:e derived by (a) sum-

ming the number of occurrences (over all observation days) of those behaviors

to be analyzed for each of the Setting (2) X Initiator-Respondent Pair (3)

combinations (6 leve small group -- child to Iild, child to teache

teacher to child; selected free choice -- child to child, et -) and (b)

dividing each sum by the total number of the subject's interactions occur-

ring within the leve1.3 The scores for each child derived in this L:anner

then represent the relative percentages of occurrence of the specified

behavior variables vith n each of the six tuational-pa vels.

subj ct's score for the total percentage of each pairing was derived by

dividing the number of occurrences of each category of Initiator-Respondent

Pei_ in the tuo settings by the total number of the subject's interactions

in the setting. Table 3 presents the mean relative percentages of each

iable analyzed by Set:in,6 and Initiator-Respondent Pair.

1 1



The ma3or aniysis he vas performed at twO _s of: complexi

The first dealt with the reiritionslup of both Setting and Initiator-Responde

Pair to either a spe ified behavior or dimension of the interaction by the

initiator, or the respondent, or to a specified sequence of initiation and

re_ponso b-71hnv1m:,

Initi or-P

Q0Af7-1.i.Jerd effe.,zts of S:

pondaw- Pair on the occurrences of different nit 'ans or

responses, or responses paired tlith

includes analyses ol the effect

-ant initiations. The first level

t ins and In tor-Respondent

on the relative percentage of occurrence of a task-related initiation,

(b ) the response--verbal accept, and (c) the behavior unit of verbal initiation

followed by a verbal response. The second level includes analyses of the

effects of Setting and Initiato "e pondent Pair and (a) type of Verbal

Initi tion (quesdon, or demand) (0) Type of Response (accept,

end, reject, ignore, or subni ), and (c) Type of initiation followed

by the respon -accept on the relative percentages of occurrence of the

behaviors under consideration. Those variables not analyzed in this manner

are presented in a separate section.

Significance level. vas set at 2 < .05, and all further references to a

significant main, simple, or interaction efect indicate that this signifi-

cance level was reached.

Pair

121.41_2.esgalm12. The analysis for percentage of total interactions

for each Initiator-Respondent Pair in each setting revealed a significant

Setting X Initiator-Respondent ,Jir interaction (F = 19.30, 2/14 df).

Therefore, in order to exanine the simple effects of Setting, three separata

analyses were perforuied, one for each Initiator-Respondent Pair in the two



s ett ings . The re vas o sinLficant Settina,.c effect in the relative percentage

o f child to teacher interactions. There ni ficantly greater re la tive

nteges of child to child in ractions tn selec ted free chodce than in

1 1 group t 5 .06, 7 df) and of teacher to child in. small Gro -p than in

selected free choi e 4.7 2, 7 df)

The prediction that tle percentage of child-c ild nteract1ons iii

relatIon to other int ons uould be ii in selec ted free choice (44 .7)

than in small 2roup (9.9) was confirmed. A cpectcd, the relatIve pe rcentage

oi teacher to child interacti n decreased from small group (76-9) to

selec ted free choice (3f., .0) Hever, the low percen

interactions in small group (13.0) and it! s leeted free

xpec ted . The child ren were no t the teacher as a

f child to teacher

(17. 3)

resamree in either

setti ng a s fully as pred icted from the ELARCEE operational pr ineiple s. The

percentage of teacher initiations emceeded those of the child in_ interactions

involving a teacher and child in both settings, and there -4as no sig if i-

cant increase in child mit intioris to the teacher f om sal1 gro up to selected

free choj

The high d±rectivenness of the teacher in small cup was co3isterit ich

the ARC E mode 1, but as Stated, was a lso maintained in sel cted free choice .

initiator 'variables - There vas rio slgn1ficat Setting effect for the-
three initiator variables analyzed; verbal_ initiation, task imrienta-

tion, and prop usage. However, all three analyses indicated a significant
I itiato Resporulent Pair effect (F 5,a4, 4 .05 F 11 for verbal

initiate, task, and P P; respectively, , ilth 2/14 di for each), and no

sigmificant Set ting X lnLtator-Responeat Pair trite recti on. The t cher-

initiated interactions had the greatest percentage of both task involvement

and ba L behavior by the lnttle tor,, tahi le the child-chi ld interact ions in
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mall croup had the lo- est percentages of these variables e Tabl

The absence of either a significant setting effect or an interaction

indicates that, for these v riables, the behavioral orientation of each

Initiator-Respondent Pair does not differ significantly betveen small group

and selected fce(s, cho .2. The decrease in teacher direction In selected free

cboice is nt foll wed by a decrease in percentage of ta k orientation, prop

usage, or verb l initiations in the interactions. Inspection of the mean

percentages in Table 3 for child to child interactions, indi ates that the

percentage a f a 11 three variables increased from small group to selected

free choice. Child to child interactions in selected free choice were more

oriented to the task (84.4%), to usage of props (56.9%), and had a greater

percentage of irerbal initiation (75.67) than those in small group (55 3, 31.03

67.97 ; for task, prop, and verbal initiate, respectively). Thus

pears that aLou.t e-half of the child to child inter ctions in small group

appopriate to the situtos, and served as potentlnl distractions

rather than as butions to the task.

Respondent . There TAMS a significant Setting X Initiator-Respondent Pair

interacticm lor the responseverbal accept (F = 3.63, 2/14 df). Ther fore,

one analysis for Om simple effects of Initiator-Respondent Pair was conducted

for small group and one for selected free choice. The results revealed no

ignifLcant difierence between pairs in selected free choice, but a signifi-

c n initiat Respondent Pair effect 0? 11.98, 2(14 df) vas found for small

group. In small gtoup, the teacher's responses to a child's initiation had

a greatem peceritac of verbal accepts (53.7), than did the children's

sponses airhe teacher's (10.6) or a child's (18.6) initiat Vhil-

artlysis indicated that approxima ely h lf of the initiations by the

child to the teacher in snail group were verbally accepted (e.g., by pra
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or by expanding on the child's contribution), the expected result of this rein-

forcement should be a substantial percenege of child initiations to the

teachers. As noted earlier, the relative percentage of child-teacher inte

actions in small group aa low (13% of total small group interact n_

Initiation7reayonse. The analysis of the behavior sequence of verbal

ini-iation-verbal response revealed a significant Setting X Initiator-

Respondent Pair interaction (P 4.11, 2/24 df). The analy_i_ of simple

Initiator-Respondent Pair effects indicated no significant effect in selected

free choic- but a s gnificant difference between pairs in small group

(P 9.29, 2/14 Al). In s -11 g_oup, the child to teacher interactions had

the highest percentage of verbal-verbal exchange (49.8); the teacher to child

the 1- 11.9). The same pattern was evident in sele ed free choice but

uas less pronounced. The percentages of verbal-verbal interactions increased

for both teacher to child and child to child interactions, while the per-

centage of child to teacher verbal-verbal exchanges decreased from small

group to selected free choice-

In both settings, the -a 1 lou percentage of verbal exchange and

verbal accepts when a child was the respondent reflects a less active verbal

participation by the child than by the teacher. The small group setting, in

particular, as very highly teacher di ected, both in terms of a high per-

centage of teacher initiation, and of active verbal responding to the child's

initiations. The child was _uch more verbally passive than the teacher, with

low percentage of initiations, and a low percentage of verbal responding to

the teacher or to a child. Selected free choice had a higher percentage of

child-child interactions but the teacher vas still involved in approximately

55.5% of the inter_ctions,
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air b-- tAlgl_to_r_sAt.e_grara.

While an analysis of single behaviors does provide a partial description

of the ela9sroom, a more adequate a -2ysis would be to onsleor several

behavio al variables simultaneously. The various rela tionskips between the

behaviors as well as betueen the settings and initiator-respondent pairs could

be explored. These analyses were done through the use of three factor re-

peated measures analyses of variance, Settinr, X Initiator-Respondent Pair X

Type of Behavior.

InItIator behavio the analysis of Type of Verbal Initiati

those initiations involving questions and statements were pooled with the

question category, and statements and deriianda, or questions and demands vith

the demand category. This analysis revealed no Setting or Initiator-

Respondent Pair effect and no interactions. There was a sLgnilicant main

effect for Type of Verbal Initiatio F 54.95, 2/14 df) and fu ther in-

spection of the mean p rcentages (collapsed over Setting and Initiator-

Respondent Pair ) indicates that statements had the highest relative per-

centage of occu ence (52.67, 14.96, 15.25, for statements, questionl, and

demands, respectively) . Although nonsignificant, the differences betueen

settings and initiator-respondent pairs ve e seen as descriptive of the

patterns cf classroom interaction and therefore warrant some discussion.

The relative percentage of questions in teacher initiations was higher

in small group (28.3) than it vas in selected free choice (14.9) ; teacher

demands had a higher percentage in selected free choice (22.6) than in small

iLroup (9.9). The reversal of pe cm:ages for questions and demands between

the two settings suggests that the teacher was promoting more verbal ex-

changes of the children in small group than in selected free choice; and chat
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the teacher i-os more orie ted touards restrictive situation maintenance in

selected free choice than in small group. There vas a higher percentage of

b th questions and demands in selected free choice than small gioup for both

child to child and child to teacher interactions (child co child: questions

2.1-10.3, demands 10.0-15.9; child-teacher: questions 13.0-21. demands

13.4-19.8; for small group-selected free choice, respectively). The shift

to a greater relative percentage of both questions and demands than state-

ments reflects the more actively engaging role that the child must play in

selectad free choice than in small group in selecting activities, in dealing

uith other children in the absence of a teacher, and in procuring the

teacher's attention for approval for meeting specific needs. The -hild's

erections with other children were then directed to, aceompli hing a test

c sen by both, and were therefore mare frequently task orientcd, than in sue 1

group mhere the task vas chosen and directed by the teacher.

2212.y_s_eseInitiatiot. A three factor repeated measures analysis of

variance (Setting X Initiator-Respondent Pair X Type of Verbal Initiation

Accepted/Attended ) revealed no s gnificant differences between settings but

did indicate the presence of an Initiator-Respondent Pair X Type of Verbal

Initiation-Accepted/Attended interaction (F 4.60, 4/25 df). The analysis

vas then collapsed over settings and split on the Initiator-Respondent Pair

faLtor and significant differences were found within each Initiator-Respondent

Pair on Type of Verbal Teitiation-Accepted/Attended (5hi1d to cbi1d:,,F=26.00,

2/14.clf; child to teacher: F---13,70, 2/14 df; teacher t -hild:.F

2/14 df ). Inspection of the inaps for each
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pair (collapsed over settings) revealed the source of the interaction. While

all three pairs had the highest relative percent .ge of statements (34.63,

31.69, 52.06; child to child, child to teache- and teacher to child,

respectively), the child to child interactions had a greater percentage of

de-ands (7.75) than questions acce ted or attended (3.06); the child to

teacher a greater percentage of questions (10.00) than demands accepted or

attended (5.00), and the teacher to child approximately the save relative

percentage of demands (9.63) and questions (8.63) accep ad or attended.

These results suggest a contra t in initiation-respon e mode bet een the

teacher and the children. The teacher was more responsive to questions than

to demands from the children. The children were more responsive to demands

than questions from other children and about equ lly responsive to both

questions and demands from the teacher. However, children had not yet learn-

ed to use questions and demands differentially when directing an initiation

the teacher or to children, as seen in Table 3.

Sslansjly_lailleSesonse. There were two

niflcant interact ons in the analysis of Setting X Initi tor-Responden t Fair X

Response (accept, attend, reject, ignore, submit): Setting X Response

(F 3.73, 2/28 df), and Initiator-Respondent Pair X Response (F 15.28,

8/56 df) . The analysis was therefore split on the Response factor to obtain

the simple effects of Setting and of Initiator-Respondent Pair on each cei the

response categories. There was no significant difference between pairs

for the response--accept, but there was a significant Setting effect (F 7.47,

1/7 Ø. The rela ive percentaLie of accepting behavior was greater

selected fr e choice than in small group for all pairs. The greatest per-

centage in reases in accepting were for child to child and teacher to child,

again reflecting the more active participation of the child in selected free

1 8



chc.fce than in snail group. This i _n seen in the analysis of the
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response-attend, a more passive response than accept. There was a signifi-

cant Set tina X Init -Respondent Pair interaction (P. 1= 5/35, 2/14 df).

This interaction reflected the decrease of the child's passive attending

behavior from small group to selected free choice and the overall 1 - per-

centage of the teacher's attending in both settings. As the chiLd's attending

decreases, his active acceptance increases. There were no Meant effe

or interactions for the response--reject, and r jection m intained a low

percentae in both settings. Inspection of the means does reveal a slight

increase in rejecting from small group to selected free choice. This increase

probably reflects the less structured nature of the situation in selected

free choice than in mall group.

The analysis of the response--ignore revealed no significant Setting

effect or interaction, but did indicate a significant Initiator-Respondent

Pair effect (F 5.21, 2/14 df). The relative percentage of ignoring by a

child (means collapsed over setting) was 9.75 to a tea her-inic ated nter-

action and 17.06 to a child-initiated interaction. The highe ' relat ve

percentage of ignoring was by the teacher in response to a child's initiati n

(23.44). The hiqh percentage of ignoring as the teacher's response vas not

predicted from che DARCZE principles. The teacher would be expected to be

alert to the chi d's behavi ir both settings, and to either actively

redirect a nontask initi tion through praising another child's behavior

(i.e., -ttendin6) or to expand on the child's task-related contribution.

There was a significant Setting X Initiator-Respondent Pair inte action

for the responsesubmit (f = 6.36, 2/14 df). The mean relative percenta,4e

for submit was low for all pairs; the teacher had a submit respons per-

centage of 0.0 for both settings, the child a percentage of 0.0 in small

1 9
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group and 6.88 in selected free choice when another child initiated; and 0.25

in small group and 1.0 in selected free choice when the teacher initiated.

As expected, when there was the less structured situ tion of sel cted free

hoice the child to child interactions would be characterized by more open

conflict, and therefore, more demanding and submissive behavior than in small

group. The teacher, however, would not be expected to use such threatening

beh vior, and the low percentage of submission in interactions involving the

teacher confirmed this preoiction.

Inteuration of school and nonschool

No analysis was performed on the relationship of task or nontastd oriented

interactions to A nonschool or school context because of the low frequency of

reference to nonschool-related events (2.1% of the interactions). Therefore

no attempt Was made to determine their task relatedness. This finding was

contrary to the prediction of an attempt to maintain strong relationships

between school and nonschool events, materLals, etc. Although, as noted in

the introduction, this integration takes place primarily In the la ge group

setting (i.e., the neighborhood unit), a much greater usage of nonschool

examples introduced both by the teacher and the children would be more con-

sistent with DARCEE operational principles.



Summary

A brief summary of the results of the present study illustrates the use

an interaction analysis in describing the actual operation of the DARCEE

classroom. As noted earlier, some of the results were consistent with the

DARCEE principles and others were not anticipated. The final evaluation of

these results will have to be made by those agents responsible for imple-

menting and changing the DARCEE preschool prograll.

The teacher encouraged approximately one-half of the child's verbal

initiations; however, the children remaIned relatively passive in the small

group setting, in both verbally responding to a teacher's or a child's

initiations and in initiating an interaction. In selected free choice the

children's initiations were directed pri y to other children, rather than

to a teacher, and the teacher vas the most frequent Initiator in interactions

involving a teacher and a child. The percentage of questIons and demands by

the children was greater in selected free choice than in small group and

reflected the child's more active and independent role in -Tking choices, in

coope -A_rig with other children -In the ab ence of a teacher, and in actively

seeking out the teacher. This active role was also demonstrated by the

decrease in passive attending and the increase in both active verbal respond-

ing and in t :lc orientation from small group to selected free choice. There

relatively high percentage of a teacher's ignoring a child's InitiatIon

and infrequent reference was made to nonschool events and materials.

The approach used in the present study, interaction analysis, does appear

to be successful in at least one goal, that of providing a syste-__tic asses-

sment of the application of specific DARCEE principles in the classroom. Its

feasibility as a technique for providing the rationale for program change still

has to be confirmed. In general, further exploration of the potential need

2 1



for, and applicatIons o_ interaction analysis in the DARCEE program seems

warranted.
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Footnotes

lA second draft of this research report is presently being prepared for
publication as a DARCEE report, and will include a more complete analysis of
the data and implications for future program change.

2The investigators wish to express their appreciation to Kathy Green and
Margaret Thompson, lead teachers in the DARCEE classroom, for their cooperation,
and especially to Maxine Schoggen, for her support and assistance during the
planning and execution of the present research.

3As an example, if child A had 15 verbally initiated child to teacher
interactions and a total of 30 child to teacher interactions in small group,
the relative percentage of verbal initiate for child A in small group was
derived as f llows,

number of child to teacher verbal initiate for A - 15
= 50Email group:

fi

total number of child to te cher for A - 30
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TAB1E 2

Reli b lities of Categories

ategery eliability

Xnitiate .89

Verbal .64

Task .83

Physical .98

Gesture .94

Prop .86

It222.12A2ES .84

Verbal .95

Physical 1.00

Gesture .98

Prop .95

Response Category .71

Accept, attend,
reject, ignore,
submit



TABLE 1

Characteristics of the Groups and Settings

Setting/Date Number of
et Children

Teacher

Small group
4/10
4/14

A

A

4/24 6

4/28 5

5/1 6

5/2 7

5/4 5

5/5 7

5/8 6

5/9 7

5/11 6

5/16

Selected free
choice
4/10 7 A,B

4 12 6 A,B

4. 14 4 A,B

4/18 6 A,B

4/24 7 A,B

4/25 5 A,B

4 28 5 A,B

5/1 5 A,B

5/2 3 A,13

5 8 4 A,B

5 9 2 A,B

5 4 A,B

Activ

Story
Taste discrimination
Drawing human heads
Telling time
Discovery board
Classification game
Story
Tracing alphabet letters
Parquetry blocks
Shape and color discrimination
Colored cubes
Recognition game

Listening s ation, housekeeping cen-
ter, dolls, shapes and paste, cra-
yons and paper, interest center,
telephones, hammer and nails, magic
markers
Listening station, puzzles, magic
markers, doctor's office, Three Bear
drama, housekeeping center
Listening station, doctor's office,
clay, books, magic markers, Three
Bear drama
Crayons and paper, housekeeping cen-
ter, listening station, books, puz-
zles, doctor's office
Doctor's office, magic marker, puz-
zles, books, tiles, clay
Magic mirror records, books, puzzles
crayons and paper, doctor's office,
housekeeping
Crayons and paper, records, clay, puz-
zles, listening station, books
Magic mirror records, clay, electric
train set, wooden train set
Listening station, magic mirror
records, puzzles, crayons and paper,
books, doctor's office
Houses and colored blocks, records,
chalkboards, hammer and nails, ten,-
phones, housekeeping center
Housekeeping center, chalkboards,
books, easel painting, listening
station, D-sticks
Listening station, housekeeping cen-
ter, unit blocks, chalkboard, paint-
ing, doctor's office
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TABLE 3

Mean Relative Percentages of Behavior Categories
for Each Initiator-Respondent Pair Within Settings

Category
Small gro 12= Se lected -1 r77°-cT-L-,oice

Child to
child

Child to
teacher

Teacher
to child

Child to
child

Child to
teacher

Teach(777

to child

Verbal initia 67.9 84.1 99.8 75.6 77.3 93.3

Quest on (Q) 2.1 10.0 14.9 10,3 12.1 9.4

St, emLn (S) 55.5 57.8 61.8 48.8 36.3 56.0

Demand (D) 10.0 11.6 7.6 14.4 10.9 16.9

Que ion-statement 0.0 3.0 13.4 0.0 9.1 5.5

Statement-demand 0.0 1 s, 2.3 1.5 8.9 5.8

Question-demand 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0

Task 55.3 73.0 94.8 84.4 80.3 91.9

Prop 31.0 36.1 75.3 56.9 46.9 68.6

Verbal response 20.8 56.6 11.5 24.5 29.0 15.1

Response category

Accept 46.3 57.4 31.1 65.3 59.6 53.5

Attend 10.4 2.6 57.3 7.1 0.0 30.0

Reject 7.3 2.8 1.8 9.4 7.1 3.6

Ignore 23.5 36.0 7.9 10.6 20.9 11.6

Submit 0.0 0.0 0.3 6.9 0 0 1.0

Verbal response/ accept 18.8 53.8 10.6 18.1 29.0 14.4

Question accept/ attend 2.1 10.0 11.9 4.0 11.3 5.4

Statement accept/ attend 31.3 35,3 55.8 33.0 28.1 48 ,

Demand accept/ attend 7.6 4.4 6.5 7.9 5.6 12.8

Percentage of total 9.9 13.0 76.9 44.7 17.5 33.0

interactions

aBased on 637 of the total epochs observed.
bBased on 537. of the total epochs observed.


